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Challenges for Online Learners
● Underestimate time commitment and workload
● Competing family, work, and school responsibilities
● Motivational issues
● Overestimating technological knowledge and preparation



Value of Reflection
“Deep-learning pedagogical approaches supporting 
student learning as articulated in reflective writing have 
now been documented as fundamental to students’ 
learning” (Kathleen Yancey, “Introduction,” A Rhetoric of 
Reflection 9)







Habits of Mind

● Curiosity
● Openness
● Engagement
● Creativity
● Persistence
● Responsibility
● Flexibility
● Metacognition



Outcomes-Based Reflection

Increase knowledge of 
their own learning 

behaviors

Understand what 
habits they need to 

practice to reach 
learning goals





Multiple Reflective Moments

Mid-Course 
Reflection

Pre-Course 
Reflection

Post-Course 
Reflection



Pre-Course Reflection

Goal Setting

Strengths and 
Challenges



Pre-Course Reflection
● Choose 2-3 Habits of Mind that you feel most confident in.

● Choose 2-3 Habits of Mind that you feel most challenged by (or that you think 
you need the most practice in).

● Think about and explain what specific habits you will most need to draw on in 
order to improve in the WPA Outcomes you identified as needing the most 
work.



Examples!
● written or multimedia work in other courses

● written or multimedia work for a professional situation (e.g., emails to 
supervisors or coworkers, PowerPoint presentations, reports)

● written communication with family members, including on social media sites, 
texts, and emails

● writing you do for fun or as a creative outlet

● composing you do in your community, for instance, a letter to the editor or a 
comment on a political blog



Mid-Course and Post-Course Reflection

Explain which 2-3 Habits of Mind

most contributed to your Project success.



Mid-Course and Post-Course Reflection

Were any of these HoM the ones you identified as 
needing to strengthen in your Pre-Course Reflection?  

If so, how has the process of composing Project 
helped strengthen these HoM?



Mid-Course and Post-Course Reflection

Explain which 2-3 HoM challenged you

the most during the Project process



More Examples!
● excerpts from your rough or revised drafts of projects
● excerpts from your invention and revision assignments 

and discussion board posts
● excerpts from your portfolio’s content
● feedback from your instructor, writing mentor, and/or peers





“Since ENG 101, those skills helped me 
to be more responsible and flexible 
with my work for other classes, such as 
turning in assignments on time, making 
sure I had enough time to complete 
writing assignments or quizzes, and 
more eager to learn more about the 
materials being taught.”

I have stayed engaged far more in my ENG102 
class than I was in ENG101, thanks to the habits I 
learned in ENG101. I'm persistently updating my 
portfolio throughout the semester so that I'm not 
rushing to do it in the end.”

Even though I have only taken 1 other English 
class thus far, my honed skills have helped me 
earn an A in the class and have instilled in me 
confidence within my writing. Since ENG 102 I 
have questioned ideas and concepts more and 
have tried thinking 'outside of the box' when it 
comes to my writing.




